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OIL CONTROL NOZZLES / METERS
Range of quality dispensing oil nozzles for service centres, truck and bus eets or on site mobile vehicles.

ESY-12R

 Oil control gun.
  With non-drip tip 

 and ½” Hose swivel.  
 Rigid extension.
 Lever lock 

 mechanism.

247723

  XDV20 Graco oil  
control valve

 ¾” Inlet
 76 LPM max ow
  1500 PSI max 

 pressure
  Heavy duty  

mining grade

K500

The ultimate 
preset nozzle 
for oils and diesel. 
Flow range 1-30 LPM.

  Digital preset 
 metered oil nozzle.

  With adjustable 
 swivel spout.  

  Enables automatic 
 shut off at desired 
 quantity.

  Accuracy ± .5%.
  ½” Swivel connection.
  Up to 994 PSI max pressure.

SDM15

SDP15

 Graco electronic  
 metered oil 
 nozzle.

  ¾" Inlet.
  Flexible 

extension.
 53 LPM max 

 flow.

 Graco preset   
 electronic 
 metered oil nozzle.

  ¾" Inlet.
  Flexible extension.
 53 LPM max flow.

K40F

  Mechanical Oil 
 Nozzle Meter 
 for demanding 
 industrial use

  Robust quality 
 - no batteries.

  Accurate to ± 1%.
  Non-drip tip and  

½” Swivel.
  Up to 30 LPM  

ow rate.
  70 bar max pressure.

Options:   
  High volume 

 spout and tip.

LDM5

LDP5

 Graco electronic meter.
  19 LPM max flow.
  ½" Inlet. Flexible 

extension.
  For oil and anti-freeze
  Optional: Trigger guard 

and/or rigid extension.

 Graco preset electronic  
 meter.

  19 LPM max flow.
 ½" Inlet. Flexible   

 extension.
  For oil and anti-freeze.
  Optional: Trigger guard 

and/or rigid extension.

K400R

  Digital metered  
oil nozzle, for  
service bays.

  Rigid spout.  
  Non-drip tip and  

½” Swivel.
  Lever lock  

mechanism.
  Up to 30 LPM.
  Accuracy ±.5%.

Options:   
  Flexible spout  

for diffs etc. 

ESY-12F

ORDERING INFORMATION

ESY-12R Oil control gun - rigid extension.

ESY-12F Oil control gun - exible extension.

247723 XDV20 Graco oil valve - exible extension.

K40F Mechanical oil meter valve - exible extension.

K400R Digital oil nozzle - rigid extension.

K400F Digital oil nozzle - exible extension.

K500 Preset digital metered oil nozzle.

LDM5 Graco ½" inlet electronic metered nozzle

LDP5 Graco ½" inlet preset metered nozzle

SDM15 Graco ¾" electronic metered oil nozzle

SDP15 Graco ¾" electronic preset metered oil nozzle


